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SUPPLY LIST AND INFO 

The class sample is approximately 22” x 27”.  As you select your fabrics for your chosen design theme – 
Christmas, autumn, patriotic, etc. - pay attention to contrast between the elements, especially between 
the wreath and the background fabric.   Fabrics with high contrast allow the wreath to be seen!  In the 
sample, the background fabric is a light cream color, the inner border is a dark green batik, the outer 
border is a Christmas print, and the binding is red.  The backing is also a Christmas print.  The red ribbon 
is pinned to the front and can be removed for storage.  The wreath is made from small snippets of 
assorted Christmas prints – primarily green, with some red for the holly berries.  The sample uses some 
of the border and backing fabrics in the wreath itself, as well as snippets of additional green fabrics.  The 
more the merrier! 

• FABRIC
o Background fabric – one fat quarter (approximately 18” x 22”).
o Inner border – 1/8 yard (or you can piece the border from a fat quarter).
o Outer border – ¼ yard to 1/3 yard – depending on how wide you want your outer

border.
o Backing – ¾ yard – you will have fabric left over.
o Wreath – small pieces of a variety of greens (and some tan/beige pieces were also used

in the sample) – holly berries were made from some of the red fabric used for the
binding.  Gather your snippets from your stash or grab five or six (5-6) 1/8-yard cuts for
the wreath leaves snippets – or make your wreath a mix of stash fabrics and new
fabrics.  Variety is what brings this wreath to life!

o Ribbon (if desired) – approximately ½ to ¾ yard of 1” to 1 ½” wide ribbon

• APPLIQUE PRESSING SHEET or approximately a ½ yard of parchment paper.  (NOT freezer paper
or wax paper!)  You will need this for protecting your project and your iron from any stray
fusible adhesive product or glue on the fusible batting (if you’re using that type of batting).

• BATTING
o Low-loft batting works best for this project.  Cotton or a blend is fine – fusible is also

fine.  Use the one with which you are most comfortable.



• STEAM-A-SEAM or HEAT-N- BOND 
o 18” to 24” length of either one – depending on the width of the product.  If you’re 

unsure, bring more and just use what you need in class.  If you plan to use either of 
these products that you have in your stash, please test a piece of it before coming to 
class.  These products can be negatively affected by storage spaces that have high 
humidity – which generally means the adhesive quality is less than expected when you 
try to use it. 

o Either product will work fine – and any “version” of either product is generally fine.  
Unless you plan to wash and dry your wall hanging fairly frequently, the “light” version 
of either product will work as well as the “regular” version.  (The sample gets vacuumed 
to keep it clean – as well as receiving a quick tumble in the dryer occasionally to remove 
any small particles that may have migrated onto it – so far, years later, it’s held up 
pretty nicely.) 

• THREAD 
o Choose high-quality thread that will either blend with or contrast with your snippet 

fabrics.  Not sure? Audition a few strands of your thread over your snippet fabrics and 
go with what you like!  A neutral was used “all over” in the sample, with the exception 
of the green inner border – it was top stitched with a gold polyester embroidery thread.   

• BASIC SEWING SUPPLIES 
o SEWING MACHINE – in good working order – remember your presser foot/feet, power 

cord and foot pedal.  You need the presser foot (feet) and stitch plate(s) that allow you 
to do a ¼” seam, as well as some meandering straight stitches over your snippets in your 
wreath.  Although the sample was done using a traditional straight stitch, some folks opt 
to do free-motion stitching over their snippets.  If you choose that method, please be 
sure to bring the accessories your machine requires. 

o ROTARY CUTTER and LONG RULER – I recommend Quilters Select brand – their rulers 
have great grip on fabric, AND you can rotate your fabric without lifting your ruler to 
make a cut on the opposite side of the fabric.  Please make sure you have a new blade in 
your rotary cutter to cut through your fabrics. 

o CUTTING MAT – There is a cutting mat in the classroom, but you are welcome to bring 
your own small mat to have at your table near your sewing machine. 

o CUTTING GLOVE – The Klutz Glove (Fons &Porter) is recommended to help protect your 
hand as you cut your fabric. 

o SCISSORS – for cutting fabrics and for snipping threads, etc.  Note – you may be cutting 
through paper-backed fusible web that has been ironed to your fabrics, so please keep 
that in mind as you select which scissors to use in this class.   

o MACHINE NEEDLES – always best to be prepared in case a needle breaks or becomes 
dull. 

o PINS – straight pins that easily pierce your fabric. 
o MARKING TOOL – you may or may not decide to use this, but it’s good to have on hand.   
o SEAM RIPPER – I know you won’t need it, but just bring it along for fun! 
o MARY ELLEN’S BEST PRESS (optional) – this is an amazing starch product that does not 

leave white flakes all over your fabric when pressed.  It’s great for helping to add that 
finished polished look to your project. 

• Consider bringing your lunch/snacks in a small cooler/lunch bag – and your 
water/soda/juice/tea in a cup with a lid. 
 


